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1 - Humans

Psag: Vet-school drop out, aimless, talented musician, lactose
intolerant.

--Physical--

Gender: Male
Race: Human

Body type: Naturally lanky, but pudgy around the middle at the moment from inactivity. The only thing
keeping him from getting ridiculously fat is a lack of money to buy food.

Hair: Dirty blonde. A technical mullet that's looong like longcat. Has very well kept hair and will skip a
meal to buy hair product if need be (not out of vanity, but to prove to himself that he can commit to

something). Usually pulled back in public.
Age: 23

Height: 6'5''
Eyes: Bright blue eyes. He's nearsighted and wears rectangular glasses that aren't framed on the top.

Skin: Pasty complexion
Clothing: Cheap and usually dirty shirts and jeans. Likes offensive T-shirts. Doesn't layer.

Smells like: A 4-day build up human smells, and sandalwood
other: Has a tongue piercing, and three piercings in his right ear. Also has bad posture

--Personality--

Occupation: None
Sexuality: Bisexual, apparently

A few general flaws: Unmotivated, self-pitying, defensive, loud-mouthed, doesn't take care of himself
(besides his hair, at least)

A few general strengths: Musically talented, intelligent, high pain tolerance, will go out of his way to
help the few people he likes

Likes: Solitude, wine, winning arguments, wine, creating music
Dislikes: People who touch his hair without asking, sleep, people who think they automatically deserve

respect, religious extremists, religion in general, almost all mainstream entertainment (except Josh
Groban for some reason.)

Nervous habits: Adjusts glasses, pulls on hair, sucks on tongue piercing
Other: Has somewhat of a drinking problem. His real name is Gaylord (his parents weren't Jewish: just

cruel.) Likes his chocolate bitter, his beer dark, and his coffee creamy and tooth-rottingly sweet.

--Relations to other characters--



1.  Friend to Loki

2.  Eventual boyfriend to Charlie (somewhere down the line)

3.  Hates Drake

--------------------------------------------------------------

Charlie: That cute barista you can't work up the nerve to talk to

--Physical--

Gender: Male
Race: Human

Body type: Slim and healthy with a small frame
Hair: Brown hair. Very fussy bangs

Age: 17
Height: 5'6'' (short compared to the rest of the cast)

Eyes: Amber
Skin: Not pale, but not tanned

Clothing: Wears tight borderline hipster clothing. Likes toned down colors, flared pant legs, and ironic
T-shirts.

Smells like: Soapy skin and coffee
other: He's a cutie. P:

--Personality--

Occupation: Barista
Sexuality: Doesn't want to be pinned down to only one half of the population

A few general flaws: Untrusting, indecisive, internalizes his anger (had a stint with self injury, even),
prone to depression, has control issues

A few general strengths: Loyal, caring, writes well, has some sort of ESP
Likes: Art, conversation, meditation, metaphysical things, poetry, unspoilt nature, video games,

dystopian novels
Dislikes: Thinking about/being asked about his early childhood, pretention, his parent's sleep patterns

Nervous habits: Peels cuticles, bites lip, taps feet, rubs wrist, pinches self
Other: He's generally upbeat around people. He was taken in by Loki and Drake when he was 7. He's

loaded with suppressed fears and traumas, but he's usually not an angst bucket.

--Relations to other characters--

1.  (illegally) Adopted son of Loki and Drake



2.  Best friend to Scott

3.  Friend and future lover to Psag

------------------------------------------------------------

Scott:Fashion enthusiast, part-time "exotic dancer", athlete, all around
nice guy

--Physical--

Gender: Male
Race: Human

Body type: Tall with well-defined lean muscles (muscular but not bulky). More like a ballerina's body.
Hair: Sleek shoulder length black hair. No bangs.

Age: 18
Height: 6'4''

Eyes: Dark brown
Skin: Coffee and cream complexion. Has much darker skin than the doll examples

Clothing: Makes most of his own clothes. Dresses with a flair. Has a penchant for 70s fashion
Smells like: Sweat and Herbal Essences (yes, the shampoo)

other: He's very comfortable with his body

--Personality--

Occupation: Models at a local art college, does some sewing for acquaintances, male stripper on
weekends

Sexuality: Straight
A few general flaws: tries to do too many things at once, used to use steroids, inappropriately cheerful

at times, surrounds himself with people to avoid dealing with himself
A few general strengths: Strong work ethic, gets along with anyone (even Drake), dances and sews

like a mofo, is in with every group at his school, not judgmental, forgiving
Nervous habits: None

Other: He's tried out every sport available at his schools, but has never stuck with anything for more
than a year. He has several pets, including a cow and attack goose. He comes from a low income

household, but has never used that as an excuse for anything. His mother knows about his weekend
job, and while she doesn't like the sort of people Scott is around, she puts up with it.

--Relations to other characters--

1.  Best friend to Charlie (both are seniors in high school)

2.  Lilly's boyfriend



-----------------------------------------------------------------

Lilly: Guitarist, space-cadet, potential evil mastermind

--Physical--

Gender: Female
Race: Human

Body type: Slim, soft, and squishy.
Hair: Naturally blonde, but she dyes her hair a different color every few months. Usually kept short, and

styled depending on how much time she has.
Age: 17

Height: 5'10''
Eyes: Blue

Skin: Peachy
Clothing: She's clueless about fashion and has no idea how to dress herself. Ironically, the outfits she

throws together often end up fashionable, and people are convinced she has great taste.
Smells like: Rootbeer and gingersnaps

other: She has a chipped front tooth

--Personality--

Occupation: Works in a book shop
Sexuality: Scott-sexual

A few general flaws: Lazy to the point of walking outside naked when she has to check the mail, has
trouble grasping the seriousness of some situations, easily contented

A few general strengths: Could become dictator of a third world country if she wasn't so lazy, is a
madman with a guitar, can creatively solve problems

Likes: 60s rock and folk music, carousing the internets, chilling, being dragged to events by Scott
Dislikes: Uptight people, unnecessary movement, bigots

Nervous habits: Twitches
Other: People who haven't had a conversation with her think she's perpetually stoned (only true 3% of

the time)

--Relations to other characters--

1.  Scott's girlfriend

2.  Works for Michael



2 - Vampires

Loki: Father, entrepreneur, fashion deviant

--Physical--

Gender: Male
Race: Vampire

Body type: Slender and willowy, but not emaciated
Hair: Light blonde, to his ears, face-framing, and feathery

Age: 20-something
Height: 5'8''

Eyes: Burgundy
Skin: porcelain when healthy, grayish and slightly translucent when hungry

Clothing: He's a crossdresser, but not beyond wearing pants once in a while. He wears whatever's
fashionable and accessorizes with skill. Never goes over the top into drag queen territory. He wears

makeup, but only enough to make him look human.
Smells Like: sweet tea, lavender, and marble
other: Has a generally feminine appearance

--Personality--

Real Name: Ashland Loland Roberts
Occupation: Owner and manager of a successful coffee house

Sexuality: Homosexual
A few general flaws: Very concerned with other people's opinions, tactless in conversation, enjoys

playing the damsel in distress, crap with technology
A few general strengths: Very persuasive, kind hearted and bubbly, intuitive, able to keep up with the

times, great in the sack
Likes: People and the stories they carry, being helpful

Dislikes: Judgmental people, pointless killing, mp3/phone/internet combination devices
Nervous habits: Scratches his neck, talks quickly

Other: Time period/place of origin is Victorian London

--Relations to other characters--

1.  Adoptive father to Charlie

2.  After-life partner to Drake



3.  Best friend to Psag

------------------------------------------------------------

Drake: Right bastard, stern father-figure, ruthless business man

--Physical--

Gender: Male
Race: Vampire (Oh geeze. A vampire named Drake. HOW ORIGINAL.)

Body type: What drawing books call "average"
Hair: One of his eyes is unavoidably obscured by jet black hair at all times, but not in the calculated

fashion so popular with kids these days. Gels his hair back in vain.
Age: 20-something to 30-something

Height: 6'1''
Eyes: Light blue

Skin: Same as Loki
Clothing: He's all business in public, and usually wears a suit or something sharply tailored. Black, grey,

and dark blues. Sometimes wears sunglasses at night.
Smells like: Dust, crumbling paper, ice, and myrrh

other: He has fabulous cheekbones, and always wears strappy roman-style sandals (people who poke
fun at him for this are invariably made sorry they did).

--Personality--

Real name: Marcus Apollonius Lepidus
Occupation: Something high on the corporate ladder. He works for the lulz and not out of necessity

(He's filthy rich from centuries of collecting and investing).
Sexuality: Pansexual if anything. He's been around so long that it doesn't matter.

A few general flaws: Enjoys the misfortune of others, somewhat sadistic, amazingly egotistical,
over-protective, jealous, critical, cynical, sardonic, secretive

A few general strengths: Even-tempered, has picked up a lot of odd skills and bits of knowledge, good
at negotiating, a great dancer, tech-savvy

Likes: Making other people's lives harder, live classical music, theater, reading, travel, flaunting his
wealth, spending time with Loki and Charlie

Dislikes: Almost everything else, to some degree
Nervous habits: Grinds his teeth

Other: Time period/place of origin is ancient Rome. Also, he's a chain smoker (not because nicotine
does anything for him, but because it adds to his image.)

--Relations to other characters--

1.  Adoptive father to Charlie



2.  After-life partner to Loki



3 - Werefish

Alex: Dreamer, underdog, werefish

--Physical--

Gender: Male
Race: Werefish

Body type: He's skinnyfat. Not many would call him fat, but his torso has almost no definition and his
belly pokes out a bit. However, his legs and butt are in great shape from walking almost everywhere.

Hair: Appears brown, but reflects the colors of a clean pond (light blue, musty green) when hit with light.
Age: 17

Height: 6'0''
Eyes: Pure green (Wears round glasses or contacts)

Skin: Has a farmer's tan
Clothing: He wears unremarkable and usually loose clothing. He hates the summer because he can't

layer. He almost always wears long cargo shorts.
Smells like: Deodorant and sea plants

other: He's an average looking guy with a few stunning features (Hair, eyes, mouth, butt). While he's not
hard on the eyes, he thinks of his body as an unattractive jar for his brain.

--Personality--

Occupation: None
Sexuality: Calls himself asexual as an excuse to avoid silly highschool romance and its hazzards (really

just waiting for the right person, gender be damned)
A few general flaws: Underestimates himself, is easily intimidated by others, is obsessed with

upholding his own dignity, would rather be safe than sorry
A few general strengths: Has a vivid imagination, can see things from many perspectives, is

emotionally strong, has a great capacity for love
Likes: Thinking, swimming, literature, writing, daydreaming, long walks, interesting people, quirky and

informal eating establishments
Dislikes: Being snapped out of his reveries, society's standards, ignorance, politics, being forced into

things
Nervous habits: Bites his lip, tears up

Other: Alex usually lives in his head when he's around people he hasn't chosen to be around. He's
actually quite friendly and will keep up a conversation if approached. Most people think he's full of

himself, crazy, or just an introvert.

--Relations to other characters--



1.  Friend to Charlie and Scott

2. Turned into a werefish by Michael

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Michael: Survivor, mentor, charmingly neurotic

Description:
Michael is 35, a book dealer, and HIV positive. He has sharp facial features, dark hair with a

smattering of gray at the temples, and is always a little tired. He happens to be a werefish, and has a
fondness for argyle and herbal teas (along with history, dead people, theater, art, strange architecture,

movies, funny little local eating establishments, books, comics, public transit, live music, and living
creatures). He's the outdoorsy type, and enjoys swimming, biking, and hiking.

When Michael was 28 and first found out he had HIV, he withdrew his retirement and life insurance
money in order to go around the world doing the things he'd always felt like doing. After two years, it
turned out that his body was reacting wonderfully to treatment. No longer feeling like he was going to

drop dead any second, he settled down in Northern California and used most of the money he had left to
open a book store.

Being a werefish is a nuisance to Michael. It's excruciatingly painful to turn into a fish once a month, and
it can really put a strain on your social life.

He's currently enjoying the erratic summer weather and his developing friendship with Alex whom he
accidentally bit a while back, and feels a responsibility towards.



4 - Antagonists

Name: Nikolaus Fleischer
Race: Vampire
Why he's a crazy dog:
Important physical details:
Smells like:Dried blood, patchouli, and cloves
--------------------------------------------------------------

Name: Loren Laroche
Race: Zombie
Why he's a crazy dog:
Important physical details:
Smells like:Plastic, high-tech embalming fluids, rotting flesh, and heavy cologne meant to cover the
other smells
--------------------------------------------------------------

Name: Rayona Fairweather
Race: Human
Why he's a crazy dog:
Important physical details:
Smells like:Tobacco, Old Spice, and Peony
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